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Forced to participate in the Quillan Games, where
winning is everything and losing is death, Bobby
devises a clever scheme to defeat the game masters
and learns what it really means to be a Traveler.
A magnificent epic set against the backcloth of
Roman Britain and Celtic legend.
Middle-schoolers Marcus, Theo, and Lu return to the
Library to help figure out, and fix, what is going
wrong at a school in Massachusetts.
All ten paperbacks in the epic, #1 New York Times
bestselling Pendgragon series, are now available
together in a collectible boxed set! Everything
changes for teenager Bobby Pendragon when he
discovers that he, as well as his two best friends,
Mark Dimond and Courtney Chetwynde, must
prevent the destruction of their own world as well as
others. This boxed set includes The Merchant of
Death, The Lost City of Fear, The Never War, The
Reality Bug, Black Water, The Rivers of Zadaa, The
Quillan Games, The Pilgrims of Rayne, Raven Rise,
and The Soldiers of Halla.
Before Bobby Pendragon. Before Saint Dane. Before
the war . . . Every territory of Halla has a Traveler.
They lived for years—some even for decades—before
learning of their true destiny. What was life like for
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Bobby Pendragon's fellow Travelers before they
joined him in the fight to save every time and place
that has ever existed? What led up to their becoming
the guardians of Halla? The answers are here! In
this first of three thrilling Pendragon prequels, read
about Vo Spader's death-defying adventures in the
underwater world of Cloral, Gunny Van Dyke's race
to find a murderer in 1930's Manhattan on First
Earth, and the tough challenges Kasha faced on
Eelong well before Bobby Pendragon arrived . . .
Breaking the rules Just when fifteen-year-old Bobby
Pendragon thinks he understands his purpose as a
Traveler -- to protect the territories of Halla from the
evil Saint Dane -- he is faced with an impossible
choice. The inhabitants of Eelong are in danger of
being wiped out by a mysterious plague. The only
way Bobby can stop it is to bring the antidote from
another territory. Since moving items between
territories is forbidden by the Traveler rules, if Bobby
chooses to save Eelong he could endanger himself,
his friends, and the future of every other being in
Halla.
Check out a book and read your future. . . . It's
another page-turning adventure from #1 New York
Times bestselling author D. J. MacHale! Marcus is
an agent of the Library, a place filled with tales that
don't have an ending. Puzzles that won't be solved
until Marcus and his friends step in to finish them.
This time it's their own stories at stake. Theo just
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visited the Oracle Baz, an old amusement-park
machine that spits out fortunes for the cost of a
quarter. Fun, right? The only problem is, the oracle's
cheap predictions have been coming true . . . and
Theo's fortune says that life as he knows it will end
on his fourteenth birthday! Plus, Lu's cousin, who
also went to the oracle, is missing. Marcus knows
where to find help for his friends--the Library. It turns
out that the Oracle Baz was a real man who died in a
fire long ago. Can a glimpse into the fortune-teller's
past change all their futures?
Thirteen-year-old Atticus "Tick" Higginbottom begins
receiving mysterious letters from around the world
signed only "M.G.," and the clues contained therein
lead him on a journey to the perilous 13th Reality
and a confrontation with evil Mistress Jane.
Bobby Pendragon, now fifteen, is a loyal friend, sports star,
devoted pet owner, and traveler. Along with his uncle Press,
Bobby has visited the alternate dimension of Denduron and
the watery world of Cloral. Now he flumes to a territory that is
rather familiar, First Earth, and then to the seemingly perfect
world of Veelox, where reality is more virtual than real.
When the seemingly normal fourteen-year-old Bobby
Pendragon is swept into an alternate dimension, he finds
himself hailed as a savior in a place called Denduron, a
territory in the throes of revolution against a magical tyrant.
David Baldacci is back with The Keeper, the follow up to his
instant #1 global bestseller and award-winning YA fantasy
debut The Finisher. Vega Jane was always told no one could
leave the town of Wormwood. She was told there was nothing
outside but the Quag, a wilderness filled with danger and
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death. And she believed it - until the night she stumbled
across a secret that proved that everything she knew was a
lie. Now Vega and her best friend Delph must find a way to
make it across this terrifying land of bloodthirsty creatures
and sinister magic. But the Quag is worse than Vega Jane's
darkest imagining. It's a living, breathing prison designed to
keep enemies out and the villagers of Wormwood in. The
Quag will throw everything at Vega. It will try to break her. It
will try to kill her. And survival might come at a price not even
Vega is willing to pay. Master storyteller David Baldacci
unleashes a hurricane of action and adrenalin that takes
readers to breaking point in this second instalment in the
Vega Jane series.
The final five books in the epic, #1 New York Times
bestselling Pendragon series are available in an eBook
collection. Join Bobby Pendragon in his battle to protect all of
time and space in this eBook boxed set. The Pendragon
books have more than three million copies in print, and this
eBook collection of the final five volumes includes The Rivers
of Zadaa, The Quillan Games, Pilgrams of Rayne, Raven
Rise, and the stunning series finale, The Soldiers of Halla.
The ultimate action-fueled end-of-the-world conspiracy trilogy
from #1 New York Times bestselling author D.J. MacHale
THEY CAME FROM THE SKY parachuting out of military
helicopters to invade Tucker Pierce’s idyllic hometown on
Pemberwick Island, Maine. They call themselves SYLO and
they are a secret branch of the U.S. Navy. SYLO’s
commander, Captain Granger, informs Pemberwick residents
that the island has been hit by a lethal virus and must be
quarantined. Now Pemberwick is cut off from the outside
world. Tucker believes there’s more to SYLO’s story. He
was on the sidelines when the high school running back
dropped dead with no warning. He saw the bizarre midnight
explosion over the ocean, and the mysterious singing aircraft
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that travel like shadows through the night sky. He tasted the
Ruby—and experienced the powers it gave him—for himself.
What all this means, SYLO isn’t saying. Only Tucker holds
the clues that can solve this deadly mystery. LOOK TO THE
SKY because Pemberwick is only the first stop.
When fate brings fourteen-year-old Leven and thirteen-yearold Winter together, they discover that for mankind to
continue dreaming, the gateway between reality and dreams
needs to be found and demolished. Reprint.
He is a king, a warrior, the last hope of his people--and the
chosen one of the sidhe ... Rhiann knows that demons walk
the night. She has been taught to fear them. But from the
moment Cade is dragged before her father's throne, beaten
and having lost all of his men to her father's treachery, he
stirs something inside her that she has never felt before.
When Cade is revealed to be not only Arthur's heir but
touched by the sidhe, Rhiann must choose between the life
she left behind and the one before her--and how much she is
willing to risk to follow her heart. What if the myths and
legends were once real? What if gods and demons really
walked among us--and the heir to the throne of Arthur was
one of them? This volume contains the complete Last
Pendragon Saga: The Last Pendragon, The Pendragon's
Blade, Song of the Pendragon, The Pendragon's Quest, The
Pendragon's Champions, Rise of the Pendragon, The
Pendragon's Challenge, Legend of the Pendragon.
Once again, Tucker Price and friends must fight for their lives
against the better-equipped SYLO, and they will risk nearly
everything to keep each other safe as the battle's climax
nears.

The Never WarSimon and Schuster
While backpacking in the desert, thirteen-year-old
Mark falls into a tube of blue light and is transported
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into a more primitive world, where he must use his
knowledge and skills to survive.
Captain Britain returns to fight alongside the Black
Knight and Merlyn to save the fabled Camelot and
Otherworld from the hideous hordes of Necromon!
Plus, Captain Britain is reborn, as the acclaimed
Alan Moore and Alan Davis begin their momentous
run and Britain's hero faces the terrifying Fury!
Collects Hulk Comic Weekly #42-55, 56-63, Marvel
Super Heroes #387-388, Daredevils #1-11 and The
Mighty World of Marvel #7-13.
The third installment in an epic series of adventures
First Earth Fourteen-year-old Bobby Pendragon is a
loyal friend, sports star, devoted pet owner -- and
Traveler. Along with his uncle Press, Bobby has
visited the alternate dimension of Denduron and
participated in a civil war. He's also waded through
the endangered underwater territory of Cloral. Now
Bobby once again finds himself thrust beyond the
boundaries of time and space into a place that
seems somewhat familiar: First Earth. Bobby and the
Traveler from Cloral -- Spader -- have flumed to New
York City, 1937. Against a backdrop of gangsters,
swing music, and the distant sound of a brewing war,
the two must uncover the evil Saint Dane's newest
plot. But is Bobby ready for the difficult choices
ahead?
Lala dwells in a cave that lies deep below the
ground, worlds away from the castle where three
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beautiful princesses live. She is the best krinkle-nut
digger by far, but she longs for more: the dresses,
the parties, the royal life. Up, up, up Lala climbs and
sneaks into the castle. She tries on the princesses’
gowns…and is caught. But the princesses dress Lala
up and let her attend a ball. She stumbles. She
bumbles. She is laughed at. Can Lala find it in her
heart to forgive the girls who tricked her? Will Lala
find out what it means to be a real princess?
Upon moving to her aunt's seaside home in the
British Isles, Connie becomes part of a secret
society that shelters mythical creatures, and must
use her ability to communicate with these beings to
protect them from evil and the incursions of humans.
Fresh from his adventures on Denduron, Bobby
Pendragon suddenly finds himself in the territory of
Cloral, a vast world that is entirely covered by water.
Cloral is nearing disaster of huge proportions and is
on the brink of all-out war. Bobby and Uncle Press
must struggle to locate the legendary lost land of
Faar, which may hold the key to Clorals survival.
While Pendragon is trapped on Ibara, Alder returns
to Denduron and goes into battle again, and other
Travelers face obstacles of various sorts, Saint Dane
gains the power he seeks and makes his push to
destroy and rebuild Halla.
The battle continues. The struggle of good versus
evil continues as Bobby Pendragon follows Saint
Dane to the territory of Zadaa. Saint Dane's
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influence has fueled the fire of discontent between
two warring tribes: the Rokador and the Batu. This is
also the territory where the Traveler Loor lives as a
member of the Batu. Together she and Bobby must
work to thwart Saint Dane's efforts to destroy Zadaa.
But as Bobby pursues Saint Dane, he begins to
notice changes in himself. He is no longer a flip kid
looking for excitement. He is a young man beginning
to see this quest as more than a series of
adventures. He is also learning that as a Traveler, he
has powers no normal human should have. In this
latest installment of Bobby Pendragon's battle to
save humanity, discovery and danger go hand in
hand as D. J. MacHale takes readers on an
emotional thrill ride they won't soon forget..
Previously published as Curse of the Boggin. A fastpaced, thrilling series opener from bestselling author
D. J. MacHale. Check out a book—and unlock an
adventure! There's a place filled with tales that don't
have an ending. Puzzles that won't be solved until
someone steps in to finish them. Enter the Library.
Marcus and his friends have found the key to open it.
And they need to use it, because, clearly, something
is up. A strange guy in a bathrobe haunts them; fires
rage and flare out in an instant; a peculiar old lady
keeps telling them, “Surrender the key. . . .” At first
Marcus thinks he’s going nuts, until the mystery gets
personal. The Library may hold some answers, but
the clock is running out. Because on these library
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shelves, the stories you don’t finish might just finish
you. . . . Kids love Surrender the Key (The Library,
Book 1): “A mysterious, hard-to-put-down book with
a twisting plot, funny characters, and haunting souls.
I can’t wait to hear what adventures they have
next.” —A.J. H., age 11 “I read enough in just one
day to fill my school reading log for a week.”
—Michael C., age 10 “A unique, intriguing book filled
with page-turning adventures.” —Madeline H., age 12
“Couldn’t put it down. I stayed up reading until
11:00 p.m. with only one thought in my mind: one
more chapter!” —Ben H., age 11
When Bobby Pendragon first arrives on the tropical
world of Ibara, he finds paradise. There is beauty all
around and the people of Ibara are blissfully happy.
It's not long before Bobby discovers, however, that
they are also blissfully...oblivious. The leaders of
Ibara are keeping a devastating secret from their
people, one that gives Saint Dane all the opportunity
he needs to launch his final assault on Halla. While
Bobby struggles to learn the truth in time to thwart
Saint Dane, Courtney Chetwynde desperately
searches for Mark Diamond. On the heels of a
shocking tragedy, Mark has disappeared. Worse, he
seems to be under Saint Dane's influence. It's up to
Courtney to find Mark and stop him from making a
grave mistake that could change the future of all
existence.
Good King Hrath and his queen, Siv, noble Spotted
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Owls struggle to keep peace in their kingdom.
Grank, a spotted owl and loyal friend of King Hrath,
has exiled himself to Beyond the Beyond. Deep in a
volcano in the farthest reaches of Beyond the
Beyond, Grank discovers a magical Ember. Chapter
Book: 26 chapters.
The first book in the blockbuster series, The Keys to
the Kingdom, by internationally acclaimed author
Garth Nix. Moving between our familiar world and
bizarre other realms where nothing is predictable,
Nix delivers a thrilling adventure-fantasy of
breathtaking scope and ingenuity.
Bobby Pendragon isn't like other boys his age.
Bobby is a Traveller and he's destined to save the
world. Bobby is now back on Earth - but something
isn't quite right. This is First Earth, the year is 1937
and our 21stcentury hero finds himself out of his
depth. While dodging New York gangsters, Bobby
must uncover the evil that threatens this territory
First Earth, but with war brewing, is he ready to fight
for the salvation, not only of First Earth, but of
everything he has ever know?
After new student Cassandra Heaven joins
seventeen-year-old Esme Pearl's babysitters club,
the girls learn that being a babysitter really means a
heroic lineage of superpowers, magic rituals, and
saving the innocent from evil.
The final installment of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series! Every question is answered.
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Every truth is revealed. The final battle has begun. It
was all leading up to this moment. Nine books—nine
battles for nine territories—have brought Bobby
Pendragon to where he is now. At last, Bobby and
the rest of the travelers must join forces in an epic
war against Saint Dane for not only one last territory,
but for all of Halla. With more than three million
books in print, the number one New York Times
bestselling Pendragon series has a huge and
passionate fan base, and these fans will not be
disappointed as the series comes to an actionpacked and satisfying conclusion in the tenth and
final installment.
Presents "The Merchant of Death" in which Bobby
Pendragon is swept into an alternate dimension,
where he is hailed as a savior, and "The Lost City of
Faar" in which he and his uncle try to locate the
legendary lost land of Faar.
VIRTUAL REALITY? The territory of Veelox has
achieved perfect harmony. Fifteen-year-old Bobby
Pendragon arrives on this territory in pursuit of the
evil Saint Dane, but all is peaceful on Veelox -because it's deserted. The inhabitants have
discovered a way to enter their own personal dream
worlds, where they can be whoever they want,
wherever they want. Their bodies lie in stasis while
their minds escape to this dream realm. Fresh from
his battle with Saint Dane in 1937 Earth, Bobby is
confident that they can defeat whatever Saint Dane
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has planned for this world. But once Bobby enters
the virtual world will he be able to resist the lure of
the ultimate in escapism?
At long last, the peace King Arthur was born to usher
in has settled over the realm. But Arthur was also
born to be a warrior... and all true warriors are
restless without a fight.
When Pendragon finds himself in the war-stricken
territory of Cloral, he and his uncle take it upon
themselves to rid the area of marauders and locate
the legendary lost land of Faar, which may hold the
key to Cloral's survival.
Fifteen-year-old Bobby Pendragon and Spader, the
Traveler from Cloral, flume to 1937 New York City
and try to uncover the evil Saint Dane's newest plot.
When the seemingly normal fourteen-year-old Bobby
Pendragon is swept into an alternate dimension, he
finds himself hailed as a savior in a place called
Denduron, a territory in the throes of revolution
against a magical tyrant. Original. 75,000 first
printing.
Conveys the sights of Halla from Bobby Pendragon's
perspective, describing the characters and imaginary
places.
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